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We prove the following characterization theorem: If any three of the following
four matroid invariants—the number of points, the number of lines, the coefﬁcient
of λn−2 in the characteristic polynomial, and the number of three-element dependent
sets—of a rank-n combinatorial geometry (or simple matroid) are the same as those
of a rank-n projective geometry, then it is a projective geometry (of the same order).
To do this, we use a lemma which is of independent interest: If H is a geometry
in which all the lines have exactly  − 1 or  points and G is a geometry with at
least three of the four matroid invariants the same as H, then all the lines in G also
have exactly − 1 or  points. An analogue of the characterization theorem holds
for afﬁne geometries. Our methods also yield inequalities amongst the four matroid
invariants.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
The characteristic polynomial (in the variable λ) of the rank-n projective
geometry PGn− 1 q is the q-falling factorial
n∏
k=1
λ− qk−1	
By Cauchy’s identity or the explicit formula for Mo¨bius functions of lattices
of subspaces, the q-falling factorial equals
n∑
k=0
−1kqkk−1/2
(
n
k
)
q
λn−k
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where (
n
k
)
q
= q
n − 1qn−1 − 1 · · · qn−k+1 − 1
qk − 1qk−1 − 1 · · · q− 1 	
The q-binomial coefﬁcient
(
n
k
)
q
is the number of k-dimensional subspaces in
PGn− 1 q. Since both q-falling factorials and projective geometries are
“special” in many different senses, it is natural to ask whether projective
geometries are the only combinatorial geometries (or simple matroids) with
characteristic polynomials the q-falling factorials. The answer is “no,” since
the characteristic polynomial of a parallel connection of n − 1 lines, the
ﬁrst with q + 1 points, the second with q2 + 1 points, and the last with
qn−1 + 1 points, is a q-falling factorial. More complicated examples can be
constructed using generalized parallel connections.
One way to remove parallel connections from consideration is to impose
the “highest possible” connectivity condition. This led to the following
conjecture.
(1.1) Conjecture. Let n ≥ 3 and let G be a rank-n geometry with char-
acteristic polynomial the q-falling factorial. Suppose that the point-set of G
does not “split” into the union of two proper ﬂats. Then G is isomorphic
to PGn− 1 q if n ≥ 4 or a projective plane of order q if n = 3.
For more information about this conjecture, see [6, p. 61].
In this paper, we consider characterizations of projective geometries by
Whitney numbers, independent set numbers, and dependent set numbers.
The Whitney numbers of the ﬁrst kind of a matroid G are the numbers
wkG deﬁned by
wkG = −1k
∑
U rankU=k
µ0ˆU
where the sum ranges over all the rank-k ﬂats U of G and µ is the Mo¨bius
function in the lattice of ﬂats of G. Thus, when G has rank-n and no loops,
wkG is the coefﬁcient of λn−k in the characteristic polynomial of G. The
Whitney numbers of the second kind of G are the numbers WkG deﬁned
by
WkG =
∑
U rankU=k
1

that is, WkG is the number of rank-k ﬂats of G. Whitney numbers were
deﬁned by Rota in [8]. The independent set number IkG is the number
of independent sets of size k in G. In particular, when G is a geometry,
w1G, W1G, and I1G all equal the number of points in G and
I2G =
(
W1G
2
)
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The dependent set number Dk rG is the number of dependent subsets
of size k and rank r in the matroid G. In a geometry, a dependent set of
size 3 has rank 2. Hence, when G is a geometry, D3 2G is the number of
three-element dependent sets in G and(
W1G
3
)
= I3G +D3 2G	
The result which originally motivated this paper is that projective geome-
tries of rank greater than 3 are characterized by the rank and three Whitney
numbers, W1G, W2G, and w2G.
(1.2) Theorem. Let n ≥ 3 and let G be a geometry of rank n with
W1G =
qn − 1
q− 1  W2G =
(
n
2
)
q
 w2G = q
(
n
2
)
q
	
Then G is isomorphic to the projective geometry PGn − 1 q if n ≥ 4 or a
projective plane of order q if n = 3.
It follows from Theorem 1.2 that projective geometries can be character-
ized by the characteristic polynomial and the Whitney number W2G.
We shall give a self-contained proof of Theorem 1.2 using Theorem 1.6
and Lemma 2.1. The independent set number I2G (in the form of the
number of two-element subsets) plays a key role in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
It is natural, therefore, to ask what role other independent or dependent
set numbers play. It turns out that the Whitney numbers W1G, W2G,
and w2G and the dependent set number D3 2G play equal roles in char-
acterizing projective geometries and Theorem 1.2 is one part of a quadri-
partite (and quadripedal) theorem.
(1.3) Theorem. Let n ≥ 3 and let G be a rank-n geometry satisfying any
three of the following four conditions,
W1G =
qn − 1
q− 1 
W2G =
(
n
2
)
q

w2G = q
(
n
2
)
q

D3 2G =
(
q+ 1
3
)(
n
2
)
q
	
Then G is isomorphic to the projective geometry PGn − 1 q if n ≥ 4 or a
projective plane of order q if n = 3.
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In other words, projective geometries of rank greater than 3 can be char-
acterized by the rank and any three of the four numbers: W1G, W2G,
w2G, and D32G. Note also that any three of the conditions imply the
fourth. Since D3 2G and I3G contain the same information given the
value of W1G, Theorem 1.4 implies, for example, that projective geome-
tries of rank greater than 3 can be characterized by the rank and the three
numbers, W1G, w2G, and I3G.
To prove Theorem 1.3, we ﬁrst show that the conditions on W1G,
W2G, w2G, and D3 2G imply strong restrictions on possible line sizes.
To do this, we use methods based on polynomial interpolation and posi-
tivity. These methods, which are almost surely of greater interest than the
characterization theorem, are presented in Sections 2 and 3. They also lead
to inequalities amongst the Whitney and independent set numbers. We shall
discuss these inequalities in Section 5.
An afﬁne geometry is obtained by removing a hyperplane (that is, a sub-
space of codimension-1) from a projective geometry.
(1.4) Theorem. Let n ≥ 3 and let q be a prime power. Let G be a rank-n
geometry satisfying
(A1) any three of the following four conditions,
W1G = qn−1
W2G =
(
n
2
)
q
−
(
n− 1
2
)
q

w2G = q− 1
[(
n
2
)
q
−
(
n− 1
2
)
q
]

D3 2G =
(
q
3
)[(
n
2
)
q
−
(
n− 1
2
)
q
]

and
(A2) any two of the following three conditions,
W3G =
(
n
3
)
q
−
(
n− 1
3
)
q

w3G = q+ 1q− 12
[(
n
3
)
q
−
(
n− 1
3
)
q
]

D4 3G =
[(
q2
4
)
− q2 + q
(
q
4
)][(
n
3
)
q
−
(
n− 1
3
)
q
]
	
Then G is isomorphic to the afﬁne geometry AGn − 1 q if n ≥ 4 or an
afﬁne plane of order q if n = 3.
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In particular, afﬁne geometries of rank greater than 3 can be character-
ized by the rank and the Whitney numbers W1G, W2G, w2G, w3G,
and W3G.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is in two parts. The ﬁrst part uses Lemma 3.1
and condition (A1) to show that G has the same number of points and
lines as AGn− 1 q, and every line in G has exactly q points. The second
part requires several easy lemmas about geometries in which every line
has q points, where q is a prime power. The proof is then completed by
an interpolation and positivity argument similar to that in the proof of
Lemma 3.1.
We remark that in a geometry G,
(
W1G
4
)
= I4G +D4 3G +D4 2G	
Moreover, if every line in G has exactly q points, then
D4 2G =
(
q
4
)
W2G	
Hence, if the values W1G and W2G are given, then D4 2G and I4G
contain the same information. Thus, the condition on D4 3 in (A2) can be
replaced by the condition that I4G equals(
qn−1
4
)
−
[(
q2
4
)
− q2 + q
(
q
4
)][(
n
3
)
q
−
(
n− 1
3
)
q
]
−
(
q
4
)[(
n
2
)
q
−
(
n− 1
2
)
q
]
	
Theorem 1.3 was motivated by the fact that the rank, W1G, and w2G
are not sufﬁcient to characterize projective geometries. It is a “tight” the-
orem in the sense that none of the hypotheses can be dropped. From the
motivation, the Whitney number W2G is necessary. The rank n is neces-
sary because truncations (and suitable principal truncations) of projective
geometries of rank at least 4 have the same Whitney numbers W1G and
w2G as projective geometries. If the rank is 3, then the direct sum of a
q2 + q-point line with a point has the same Whitney numbers W1G and
W2G as a projective plane of order q. (Indeed, if W1G = W2G, then
the rank must be 3 and the lattice of ﬂats of G is modular. See [4] for a
survey of such results.) It seems much harder to ﬁnd another geometry of
rank greater than 3 with the same rank and Whitney numbers W1G and
W2G as a projective geometry. We do not know an example. It is also
plausible that condition (A1) in Theorem 1.4 is tight, but we do not have
explicit examples to conﬁrm this.
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Condition (A2) in Theorem 1.4 is perhaps the best possible when q = 2,
because any rank-n geometry on 2n−1 points in which all lines have exactly
two points has the same Whitney numbers W1G, W2G, and w2G, and
independent set number I3G (but not necessarily the dependent set num-
ber D4 3G) as AGn − 1 2. For q ≥ 3, it is less clear that condition
(A2) in Theorem 1.4 is tight, simply because geometries in which all lines
have exactly q points are rare. Indeed, all the known examples are derived
from projective geometries. It is also known that every subgeometry of
PGn − 1 q with qn−1 points in which every line has at most q points
is isomorphic to AGn − 1 q (see [2] or [5, p. 29]). It is therefore quite
possible that condition (A2) can be removed or replaced by a weaker con-
dition when q ≥ 3. In particular, if one has information about nonexistence
of geometries in which all lines have exactly q points, then one should be
able to improve Theorem 1.4. An example of such an improvement is the
following result.
(1.5) Theorem. Let q be a prime power for which there does not exist a
projective plane of order q − 1. Let n ≥ 4 and let G be a rank-n geometry
satisfying condition (A1) and one of the equations in condition (A2). Then G
is isomorphic to the afﬁne geometry AGn− 1 q.
Projective planes of order q − 1 are known not to exist when q − 1 is
congruent to 1 or 2 (mod 4) and is not the sum of two integer squares by
the Bruck–Ryser theorem [3]. For example, the condition in Theorem 1.5
holds when q equals 7, 23, and 31. In addition, by the nonexistence of a
projective plane of order 10 (see [7]), the condition of Theorem 1.5 also
holds when q = 11.
We shall use the following characterization of projective and afﬁne
geometries due to Bonin and Miller [1].
(1.6) Theorem. (a) Let G be a rank-n geometry with qn − 1/q− 1
points in which every line has at least q + 1 points. Then G is a projective
geometry of order q.
(b) Let G be a rank-n geometry with qn−1 points in which every line has
exactly q points and every plane has at least q2 points. Then G is isomorphic
to an afﬁne geometry of order q.
We remark that since W1G, W2G, w2G, W3G, w3G, I3G,
I4G, D3 2G, and D4 3G are all derivable from the Tutte polynomial
of G when G is a geometry, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 imply that projective
and afﬁne geometries are characterized by their Tutte polynomials. Thus,
they generalize results in [1].
I thank Joseph Bonin for carefully and critically reading several drafts
of this paper. It was also through him that I had the privilege of knowing
Rodica Simion.
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2. USING POSITIVITY AND OSCULATORY INTERPOLATION
The key to one proof of Theorem 1.2 is the following lemma.
(2.1) Lemma. Let G be a geometry of rank at least 2. Suppose that
w2G = − 1W2G
and (
W1G
2
)
=
(

2
)
W2G	
Then every line in G contains exactly  points.
Proof. For i ≥ 2, let λi be the number of lines in G with i points. Then,
by deﬁnition,
W2G =
∑
i≥2
λi(1)
and
w2G =
∑
i≥2
i− 1λi	(2)
In addition, because two points span a unique line and a line with exactly i
points contains
(
i
2
)
subsets with two points, we also have
(
W1G
2
)
=∑
i≥2
(
i
2
)
λi	(3)
Consider these three equations as linear equations in the “unknowns” λi.
We wish to ﬁnd a linear combination
eqn3 +A eqn2 + B eqn1(4)
of Eq. (1) (2), and (3) in which the left-hand side is zero, the coefﬁcient of
λ is zero, and the coefﬁcient of λi is (strictly) positive if i = .
Observe that the coefﬁcient of λi in Eq. (4) is the quadratic polynomial
Pi, where
Pi =
(
i
2
)
+Ai− 1 + B	(5)
If we choose A and B so that P and the ﬁrst derivative P ′ are both
zero, then Pi would have a double root at i = . Since its leading coef-
ﬁcient is positive, the graph of Pi is a parabola with its vertex at i = .
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It follows that Pi > 0 for all i = . The condition that P = 0 is equiv-
alent to the linear equation
(

2
)
+A− 1 + B = 0	(6)
By the hypothesis of the lemma, Eq. (4) implies that the left-hand side of
the linear combination (4) is zero. The condition that P ′ = 0 is equiva-
lent to
2− 1
2
+A = 0	(7)
Equations (6) and (7) form a triangular system of two linear equations
which can always be solved. We do not need the explicit solution in our
proof. For the record, it is A = −2− 1/2 and B = − 12/2.
To ﬁnish the proof, note that the numbers λi are non-negative by deﬁni-
tion. From the fact that the linear combination (4) has positive coefﬁcients
for λi when i = , we conclude that λi = 0 for all i not equal to ; that is
to say, every line in G has exactly  points.
The hypotheses in Lemma 2.1 are satisﬁed if W2G = W2PGn− 1 q
and w2G = w2PGn− 1 q. Hence, Theorem 1.2 follows from Lemma
2.1 and part (a) of Theorem 1.6.
Lemma 2.1 is one of four similar lemmas corresponding to the four cases
in Theorem 1.3. As an example, we shall state the lemma corresponding
to the case W1G = W1PGn − 1 q, W2G = W2PGn − 1 q, and
D3 2G = D3 2PGn − 1 q in Theorem 1.3. We omit the proof which
can be obtained using the method in this section, as well as the method in
the next section.
(2.2) Lemma. Let G be a geometry of rank at least 2 and let  be a positive
integer. Suppose that there is a positive integer U such that
w2G = − 1U(
W1G
2
)
=
(

2
)
U
and
D3 2G =
(
W1G
3
)
− I3G =
(

3
)
U	
Then every line in G contains exactly  points.
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3. INTERPOLATING AT ADJACENT INTEGERS
Another proof of Theorem 1.3 can be obtained using the following
lemma and Theorem 1.6.
(3.1) Lemma. Let  be an integer greater than 2 and let H be a geometry
in which every line has exactly − 1 or  points. Suppose that G is a geometry
satisfying any three of the following four conditions,
(A) W1G = W1H,
(B) W2G = W2H,
(C) w2G = w2H,
(D) D3 2G = D3 2H.
Then every line in G has exactly − 1 or  points and G has the same number
of − 1-point lines and the same number of -point lines as H. In particular,
any three of the conditions imply the fourth.
Note that G and H are not assumed to have the same rank.
There are many examples of geometries in which all lines have two or
three points. Among the examples are binary geometries. When  > 3,
there are fewer known examples. The Bose–Burton geometries, obtained by
removing a subspace from PGn− 1 q, are examples with  = q+ 1.
To prove Lemma 3.1, we use Eq. (1), (2), and (3), in Section 2 and the
additional equation
D3 2G =
∑
i≥2
(
i
3
)
λi	(8)
Equation (8) follows from the fact that a dependent set of three points
spans a unique line and a line with i points contains
(
i
3
)
three-point sets
and all such sets are dependent.
We begin with the three cases when (A) is assumed to hold, that is,
when G and H have the same number of points. Suppose that conditions
(A), (B), and (C) hold. We wish to ﬁnd a linear combination eqn3 +
A eqn2 + B eqn1 (for the geometry G) in which the left-hand side is
zero, the coefﬁcients of λ−1 and λ are zero, and the coefﬁcient of λi is
positive when i = − 1 or i = .
The coefﬁcient of λi in eqn3 + A eqn2 + B eqn1 is the quadratic
polynomial Pi given in Eq. (5). By solving a system of linear equations, we
can choose A and B so that P − 1 = P = 0. Since Pi has positive
leading coefﬁcient, it follows that Pi > 0 for all integers i not equal to − 1
or . Moreover, because W1G = W1H, W2G = W2H, and w2G =
w2H and the number of i-point lines in H is zero whenever i = − 1 or
i =  in H, the left-hand side of the equation eqn3 +A eqn2 +B eqn1
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is zero. We conclude, by the positivity argument in the proof of Lemma 2.1,
that λi = 0 for all i ≥ 2 with the possible exceptions of λ−1 and λ.
Equations (1), (2), and (3) now become a system of three equations in
two variables, λ−1 and λ. Since this system has (linear algebra) rank 2, the
solution is unique. Hence, λ−1 equals the number of − 1-point lines in
H and λ equals the number of -point lines in H. This completes the proof
of the case when conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold. It follows immediately
that condition (D) holds.
Next, suppose that conditions (A), (C), and (D) hold. We wish to ﬁnd
a linear combination eqn8 +A eqn3 + B eqn2 in which left-hand side
is zero, the coefﬁcients of λ−1 and λ are zero, and the coefﬁcient of λi
is positive when i = − 1 or . Since i − 1 is a factor of the coefﬁcient of
λi in all three equations, we can write the coefﬁcient as i− 1Qi, where
Qi is a quadratic polynomial. As in the earlier case, Qi can be chosen
so that Q − 1 = Q = 0. Doing this, we obtain a cubic polynomial
i − 1Qi with positive leading coefﬁcient and roots at 1,  − 1, and .
Hence, i− 1Qi > 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ − 2 and i ≥ + 1. The conclusions of
Lemma 3.1 now follow as in the ﬁrst case.
Now suppose that conditions (A), (B), and (D) hold. The coefﬁcient
of λi in the linear combination eqn8 +A eqn3 + B eqn1 is the cubic
polynomial Pi deﬁned by
Pi =
(
i
3
)
+A
(
i
2
)
+ B	
Choosing A and B so that P− 1 = P = 0, we obtain
Pi =
(
i
3
)
− − 2
2
(
i
2
)
+ 1
2
(

3
)
	
Since
Pi+ 1 − Pi = ii− + 1
2

the forward difference of Pi is strictly negative when 2 ≤ i ≤ − 2, zero
when i = − 1, and strictly positive when i ≥ . Since P− 1 = P = 0,
we conclude that Pi is positive for i ≥ 2 except when i = − 1 or i = .
As in the earlier cases, the conclusions of Lemma 3.1 now follow.
The last case is when conditions (B), (C), and (D) hold. Taking
A = −
(
− 1
2
)
 B = − 1− 22− 3
6

in the linear combination eqn8 +A eqn2 + B eqn1, we obtained an
equation in which the left-hand side is zero and the coefﬁcient of λi is the
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cubic polynomial Pi given by
Pi =
(
i
3
)
−
(
− 1
2
)
i− 1 + − 1− 22− 3
6
	
Calculating the forward difference of Pi, we obtain
Pi+ 1 − Pi =
(
i
2
)
−
(
− 1
2
)
	
This is strictly negative when 2 ≤ i ≤ − 2, zero when i = − 1, and strictly
positive when i ≥ . As P − 1 = P = 0, we conclude that Pi > 0
for all integers i ≥ 2 except when i =  − 1 or i = . The conclusions of
Lemma 3.1 now follow as in the earlier cases. Note that once the values of
λi are known, we can use Eq. (3) to reconstruct
(W1G
2
)
and hence W1G.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Is there an analogue of Lemma 3.1 for geometries with three possible line
sizes? By considering graphs of cubics, we see that the following lemma is
the best that can be obtained by the interpolation and positivity method.
(3.2) Lemma. Let  be an integer greater than 3 and let H be a geometry in
which every line has exactly 2, − 1, or  points. Suppose that G is a geometry
satisfying all four of the conditions (A), (B), (C), and (D) in Lemma 3.1. Then
every line in G has exactly 2, − 1, or  points and G has the same number
of 2-point lines, − 1-point lines, and -point lines as H.
Examples of geometries in which every line has exactly 2 or q+ 1 points
can be obtained by taking the union X ∪ Y of two subspaces in PGn −
1 q. Removing a subspace from X ∩ Y yields a geometry in which every
line has exactly 2, q, or q+ 1 points. Non-splitting geometries in which every
line has exactly 2 or  points can be obtained by taking a basis e1 e2 	 	 	  en
and adding exactly  − 2 points on each of the lines ei ∨ ej in general
position. Removing the basis yields a geometry in which every line has 2 or
− 2 points. In addition, ternary geometries satisfy the condition on H in
Lemma 3.2 for  = 4.
We remark that the numbers W2G, w2G + W2G,
(W1G
2
)
, and
D3 2G are the zeroth, ﬁrst, second, and third factorial moments of the
line-size function, the function which assigns to a line its size. When G is a
geometry and k ≥ 3, the number Dk 2G is the kth factorial moment of
the line-size function; that is,
Dk 2G =
∑
i≥2
(
i
k
)
λi	
Let M be the maximum size of a line in G. Since the alternant matrix[(
i
k
)]
2≤i k≤M
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is column and row reducible to a non-zero multiple of a van der Monde
matrix, it is invertible. Hence, we have the ﬁrst part of the following lemma.
The second part of the lemma can be proved in the same way.
(3.3) Lemma. The vector λ2 λ3 	 	 	  λM for G can be reconstructed
given W1G and the numbers Dk2G, 3 ≤ k ≤ M , or W2G, w2G,
W1G, and Dk 2G, 3 ≤ k ≤M − 2.
Moreover, analogues of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 can be obtained using the
numbers Dk2G. We will give two examples of such analogues. Both of
these lemma can be proved using the interpolation and positivity argument
used earlier. The ﬁrst example is useful for characterizing Dowling geome-
tries. Its proof depends on the fact that one can choose a degree-4 linear
combination of
(
i
k
)
 k = 0 1 2 3 4, with a double root at  and single roots
at 2 and 3.
(3.4) Lemma. Let  be an integer greater than 3 and let H be a geometry
in which every line has exactly 2, 3, or  points. Suppose that G is a geometry
satisfying the conditions
W2G = W2H w2G = w2H W1G = W1H
and
D3 2G = D3 2H D4 2G = D4 2H	
Then G has the same number of two-point lines, three-point lines, and -point
lines as H.
(3.5) Lemma. Let  be a positive integer and let H be a geometry in which
every line has at most  points. Suppose that G is a geometry satisfying the
conditions
W2G = W2H w2G = w2H W1G = W1H
and
Dk 2G = Dk 2H
for 3 ≤ k ≤  − 1. Then for all positive integers i, the geometry G has the
same number of i-point lines as H.
We remark that the conditions in Lemma 3.5 can be replaced by W1G =
W1H and Dk 2G = Dk 2H for 3 ≤ k ≤ + 1. To see this, observe that
the condition on H implies that D+12G = D+12H = 0 and, hence,
all lines in G have at most  points. The conclusion now follows from
Lemma 3.3.
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4. THE AFFINE CASE
In this section, we will prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Let G be a geometry
satisfying the hypotheses in Theorem 1.4. Using any three of the values of
W1G, W2G, w2G, and D32G and lemmas in Section 2 or Section 3,
we conclude that Condition (A1) in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 implies that G
has qn−1 points and every line in G has exactly q points.
To use the values of W3G, w3G, and D43G, we need several results
about geometries, all of whose lines have the same number q of points.
(4.1) Lemma. Let G be a geometry with N points in which every line
contains exactly q points. Then
W2G =
NN − 1
qq− 1 	
In particular, if q is a power of a prime, then q divides N or N − 1.
Proof. Every two-point subset in G spans a unique line and every line
is spanned by
(
q
2
)
two-point subsets. Hence,
W2G =
(
N
2
)/(
q
2
)
	
Since the number of lines is an integer, we conclude that qq − 1 divides
NN − 1. Since N and N − 1 are relatively prime, this implies that q
divides N or N − 1 when q is a power of a prime.
Lemma 4.1 implies that if W1G = qn−1 and every line in G has exactly
q points, then
W2G =
qn−1qn−1 − 1
qq− 1
=
(
n
2
)
q
−
(
n− 1
2
)
q

the number of lines in AGn− 1 q.
(4.2) Lemma. Let G be a geometry with N points in which every line
contains exactly q points. Then the number I3G of independent sets of size 3
in G equals
NN − 1N − q
6
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Proof. A three-point subset in a geometry is independent if and only if
it spans a plane; it is dependent if and only if it spans a line. Since every
line with q points contains
(
q
3
)
three-point subsets spanning it,
I3G =
(
N
3
)
−W2G
(
q
3
)
=
(
N
3
)
− q− 2
3
(
N
2
)
	
(4.3) Lemma. Let H be a rank-3 geometry with N points in which every
line contains exactly q points. Then the Mo¨bius invariant µH of H, deﬁned
to be the ( positive) number −µ0ˆ 1ˆ calculated in the lattice of ﬂats of H,
equals
1−N + NN − 1
q
	
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 and the deﬁnition of the Mo¨bius
function.
Recall from Section 1 that D4 3G is the number of dependent subsets
of size 4 and rank 3 in G.
(4.4) Lemma. Let G be a geometry with N points in which every line
contains exactly q points. Then
D4 3G =
(
N
4
)
− I4G −
q− 2q− 3NN − 1
24
	
In particular, if G is a rank-3 geometry, then
D4 3 = NN − 1N − qN + q− 5/24	
Proof. In a geometry, a dependent set of size 4 has rank 3 or 2. A
dependent set of size 4 and rank 2 spans a unique line and every four-
element subset in a line is dependent. Hence,(
N
4
)
− I4G = D4 3G +
(
q
4
)
W2G	
Substituting in the value of W2G given in Lemma 4.1 and simplifying, we
obtained the formula given in the lemma.
(4.5) Lemma. Let H be a rank-3 geometry with N points in which every
line contains exactly q points, where q is a power of a prime. Then N is one
of the numbers in the following sequence  ,
qq− 1 + 1 q+ 1q− 1 + 1 2qq− 1 + 1 2q+ 1q− 1 + 1 	 	 	 
sqq− 1 + 1 sq+ 1q− 1 + 1 	 	 	 
where s ranges through all the positive integers.
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Proof. Suppose that there are M lines through the point a in H. Then
N = q− 1M + 1 = qM −M + 1	
Because q divides N or N − 1, we conclude that q divides M; that is,
M = sq, or q divides M − 1; that is, M = qs + 1. Setting s = 1 2 	 	 	  we
obtain the sequence given in the lemma.
A number N in the sequence  is realizable if there is a rank-3 geometry
with N points in which every line has exactly q points. When q = 2, the
sequence  is 3 4 5 6 	 	 	 and every value in  is realized (uniquely)
by the uniform geometry U3N . When q ≥ 3, the sequence  starts with
three terms, q2 − q + 1, q2, and 2q2 − 2q + 1. The ﬁrst value q2 − q + 1 is
realizable only if there exists a projective plane of order q − 1. By taking
truncations of afﬁne geometries, the powers qm are realizable when m ≥ 2.
However, it is probable that most of the higher values are not realizable.
With these preliminary lemmas, we can prove the following lemma,
which, together with part (b) of Theorem 1.6, will prove Theorem 1.4.
(4.6) Lemma. Let q be a prime power and let G be a geometry of rank at
least 3 with qn−1 points in which every line contains exactly q points. Suppose
that one of the following conditions holds.
(I)
w3G = q+ 1q− 12W3G
and (
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
W3G	
(II) (
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
W3G
and
D4 3G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − qq2 + q− 5
24
W3G	
(III) There exists a constant U such that
w3G = q+ 1q− 12U(
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
U
and
D4 3G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − qq2 + q− 5
24
U	
Then every plane in G contains exactly q2 points.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1, the number W2G of lines in G equals W2AG×
n − 1 q. By Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, the Mo¨bius invariant µH, the
independent set number I3H, and the number D4 3H of any plane H
in G depend only on the number H of points in H. Let πN be the number
of planes in G containing exactly N points. Then by deﬁnition,
W3G =
∑
N∈
πN(9)
and
w3G =
∑
N∈
N − 1N − q
q
πN(10)
the sum ranging over all positive integers N in the sequence  deﬁned in
Lemma 4.5. By Lemma 4.2 and the fact that three independent points span
a unique plane, we have
(
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
∑
N∈
NN − 1N − q
6
πN	(11)
Finally, by Lemma 4.4 and the fact that if a dependent set has rank 3, it
spans a unique plane, we have
D4 3G =
∑
N∈
NN − 1N − qN + q− 5
24
πN	(12)
The coefﬁcients of Eqs. (9), (10), (11), and (12) at N = q2 − q + 1 and
N = q2 are given in Table I.
Suppose ﬁrst that condition (I) holds. As in the earlier proofs, we ﬁnd
a linear combination of eqn11 +A eqn10 + B eqn9 in which the left-
hand side is zero and the coefﬁcient of πN is zero if N = q2 − q + 1 or
N = q2 and positive for all other numbers N in the sequence  . The coef-
ﬁcient PN is a cubic polynomial in N . Solving the system of two linear
TABLE I
µH, I3H, and D4 3H
H q2 − q+ 1 q2
µH q− 13 q+ 1q− 12
I3H
qq2 − q+ 1q− 13
6
q3q+ 1q− 12
6
D4 3H
qq− 13q2 − q+ 1q2 − 4
24
q3q+ 1q− 12q2 + q− 5
24
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equations given by Pq2 − q+ 1 = 0 and Pq2 = 0, we obtain
PN = NN − 1N − q
6
− 3q
2 − 2q+ 1N − 1N − q
12
+ qq+ 1q− 1
4
12
	
If N is a number in the sequence  greater than q2, then
PN > N − 1N − q
[
2q2 − 2q+ 1
6
− 3q
2 − 2q+ 1
12
]
= N − 1N − q
[
q2 − 2q+ 1
12
]
> 0	
Because πN are non-negative integers, we conclude that πN = 0 except
possibly for N = q2 − q + 1 or N = q2. We can now proceed as in the
proof of Lemma 3.1 to conclude that πN = 0 for all N not equal to q2
in the sequence  . The proof when condition (II) holds is similar and is
omitted.
Finally, suppose that condition (III) holds. The coefﬁcient of πN in
the linear combination eqn12 + A eqn11 + B eqn10 is the quartic
polynomial
N − 1N − q
[
NN + q− 5
24
+ AN
6
+ B
q
]
	
Choose A and B so that this polynomial has roots at 1, q, q2 − q + 1, and
q2. The conclusion of Lemma 4.6 now follows as earlier. This completes the
proof of Lemma 4.6. An alternate way to prove Lemma 4.6 is to use the
osculatory interpolation method in Section 2. However, note that the proof
given here actually yields a stronger result (analogous to Lemma 3.1).
To prove Theorem 1.4, we use condition (A1) in Theorem 1.4, Lemma
3.1, and Lemma 4.1 to conclude that W1G = W1AGn− 1 qW2G =
W2AGn − 1 q, and every line in G has exactly q points. This implies
that (
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
W3AGn− 1G	(13)
Thus, case (I) in Lemma 4.6 corresponds to the case W3G = W3AGn−
1 q and w3G = w3AGn − 1 q in Theorem 1.4. Case (II) cor-
responds to the case W3G = W3AGn − 1 q and D4 3G =
D4 3AGn − 1 q. Case (III) corresponds to the case w3G =
w3AGn − 1 q and D4 3G = D4 3AGn − 1 q. From Lemma 4.6,
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we conclude that every plane in G has exactly q2 points. With this hypoth-
esis (which is stronger than necessary), we can now apply part (b) of
Theorem 1.6 to conclude that G is a rank-n afﬁne geometry of order q.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
We end this section with an analogue of Lemma 4.6. This lemma yields
a proof of Theorem 1.5.
(4.7) Lemma. Let q be a prime power and let G be a geometry of rank at
least 3 with qn−1 points in which every line contains exactly q points and there
are no planes of size q2 − q+ 1. Suppose that one of the following conditions
holds.
(I) (
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
W3G	
(II) There exists a constant U such that
w3G = q+ 1q− 12U
and (
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
U	
(III) There exists a constant U such that
D4 3G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − qq2 + q− 5
24
U
and (
W1G
3
)
−
(
q
3
)
W2G =
q2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
U	
Then every plane in G contains exactly q2 points.
Proof. Suppose that condition (I) holds. Then the linear combination
eqn11 − q
2q2 − 1q2 − q
6
eqn9
has zero left-hand side, zero coefﬁcient for πN when N = q2, and positive
coefﬁcient for πN for all N in  greater than q2. Since we know that
πN = 0 when N = q2 − q + 1, we can conclude, as in the earlier proofs,
that πN = 0 for all N not equal to q2 in  . The proofs of the other cases
are similar and omitted.
Theorem 1.5 can now be derived from Lemma 4.7 using the argument
in the derivation of Theorem 1.4 from Lemma 4.6. Because Eq. (13)
holds under condition (A1) in Theorem 1.5, case (I) in Lemma 4.7 cor-
responds to the case W3G = W3AGn − 1 q, case (II) corresponds
to the case w3G = w3AGn − 1 q, and case (III) corresponds to the
case D4 3G = D4	3AGn− 1 q.
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5. SOME INEQUALITIES
As one might expect, the positivity argument used in Sections 2 and 3
can be used to obtain inequalities. We begin with inequalities obtainable
from positivity arguments in Section 3.
(5.1) Proposition. Let G be a geometry of rank at least 3 and let  be an
integer greater than 2. Then(
− 1
2
)
W2G +
(
W1G
2
)
≥ − 1w2G(14)
with equality if and only if every line in G contains exactly − 1 or  points.
In particular,
W2G +
(
W1G
2
)
≥ 2w2G
with equality if and only if every line in G contains at most three points.
Proof. From the proof of the ﬁrst case of Lemma 3.1, the linear combi-
nation
eqn3 − − 1eqn2 +
(
− 1
2
)
eqn1
has zero coefﬁcients for λ−1 and λ and positive coefﬁcients for all other
variables λi. Since the numbers λi are non-negative, we conclude that(
− 1
2
)
W2G − − 1w2G +
(
W1G
2
)
≥ 0
with equality if and only if λi = 0 whenever i = − 1 or i = .
Further inequalities can be obtained from the proofs of the lemmas in
Section 3. We shall state three of them without proof.
(5.2) Proposition. Let G be a geometry of rank at least 3 and let  be an
integer greater than 2. Then(
W1G
3
)
+ 1
2
(

3
)
W2G ≥
− 2
2
(
W1G
2
)
+ I3G
with equality if and only if every line in G contains exactly − 1 or  points.
In particular,
2
((
W1G
3
)
− I3G
)
≥
(
W1G
2
)
−W2G
with equality if and only if every line in G contains at most 3 points.
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(5.3) Proposition. Let G be a geometry of rank at least 3 and let  be an
integer greater than 2. Then(
W1G
3
)
+ − 1
6
w2G ≥
2− 3
3
(
W1G
2
)
+ I3G
with equality if and only if every line in G contains exactly − 1 or  points.
In particular, (
W1G
3
)
− I3G ≥
(
W1G
2
)
−w2G
with equality if and only if every line in G contains at most three points.
(5.4) Proposition. Let G be a geometry of rank at least 3 and let  be an
integer greater than 3. Then
6
(
W1G
3
)
+ − 1+ 2w2G ≥ 6I3G + 4− 1
(
W1G
2
)
+− 1− 2W2G
with equality if and only if every line in G contains exactly 2, − 1, or  points.
In particular,(
W1G
3
)
+ 3w2G ≥ I3G + 2
(
W1G
2
)
+W2G
with equality if and only if every line in G contains at most four points.
We remark that the positivity argument in the proof of Lemma 2.1 yields
the inequality
− 12
2
W2G +
(
W1G
2
)
≥ 2− 1
2
w2G	
This inequality is the average of the two inequalities obtained by taking
inequality (14) at  and + 1.
The inequalities in this section are necessary conditions for Whitney num-
bers W1G, W2G, w2G, and I3G of geometries. It is probable that
there are more inequalities of this type, particularly for the higher Whitney
numbers. These inequalities shed some light on the problem of character-
izing chromatic polynomials of graphs (posed by Wilf [9] and others) and,
more generally, characteristic polynomial of geometries. They suggest that
it is not sufﬁcient to consider only the Whitney numbers of the ﬁrst kind
and that the problem of characterizing both sequences wkG and WkG
of Whitney numbers (or perhaps the three sequences wkG, WkG, and
IkG) might be more reasonable.
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